G2E: Big Rush on AGI Booth
New games turn out to be a box-office success
G2E’s Booth Nr. 2742 seemed to be a magnetic attraction in Las
Vegas‘ Convention Center. The new games and Multi-Player
systems from Austrian Gaming Industries GmbH (AGI), the wholly
owned subsidiary of Novomatic Group of Companies, drew a large
crowd onto the stand.

AGI’s General Manager Jens Halle:
„It is always very exciting seeing how guests and customers
are going to react to novelties. We set ourselves a very high
standard of quality and entertainment, and always wait with
high anticipation on the reactions of visitors. All the more,
we have been overwhelmed by the huge acceptance, and the
orders placed exceeded all our expectations.“
Pleasant game titles like Diamond Trio™, Oliver’s Bar™, First
Class Traveller™, Gryphon´s Gold™ and Banana Splash™ caused
high visitor traffic, so it became difficult to find a free
machine to try the new games by ones self.
„I would like to send a big Thank You to our customers and
visitors for the big rush to the stand, and the patience they
showed during the time they spent waiting. The attendance was
resounding and more than repaid the dedication and enjoyment
we put into the show,” concludes Jens Halle with pride.“
The new 9-line, 5-reel video games were presented on AGI´s top

selling machine Gaminator® which incorporates the full range
of Coolfire® platform functionalities and features a space
saving cabinet in elegant silver of only 440mm depth.
Two extra large TFT screens tilted to each other for increased
player convenience display exciting 3D animations and complex
graphics for enhanced gaming experience. Touch interface,
player tracking options and superior stereo sound are
understandable reasons for the rush on AGI´s booth.
The crowd had been caused not only by the new video games but
also by the presentation of Multi-Roulette NOVO Unity™. The
server based multi game platform was launched for the
TouchBet® Roulette family and allows casino guests to choose
between the multi player´s Novo TouchBet® Live-Roulette, Novo
Flying Roulette™, Novo Multi-Keno™ and Novo TouchBet® Live-Sic
Bo on only one terminal. This offers maximum entertainment and
diversification to casino guests and is extremely flexible to
manage and control for the operator.
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